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Integrated Strain Database
Features & philosophy

• automatic assignment of globally unique identifiers to microbial strains

• maintenance of equivalence relation of strain numbers (machine learning)

• error detection/correction of inconsistencies within underlying sources

• provision of semantic context for disambiguation of label resolution

• dynamic integration platform for search results on microbial resources

Facts & Figures

• integrates information of 42 biological resource centres (culture collections)

organisms within scope: bacteria, archaea, filamentous fungi, yeasts

geographically distributed over all continents worldwide

ranging from niche specific to general purpose collections

• # organisms (isolates): 260.444

• # strain numbers (labels): 589.157

• # bacterial type strains affected by errors: 768/6137 (12.51%)0

What genes are sequenced of a given microorganism ?

• strain-level searches in public sequence databases not accurate enough

• simple integration approach not aware of existing synonymies between labels

• simple integration approach hampered by homonymous strain numbers

• holistic integration scheme of StrainInfo.net performs accurate parallel searches 

with all known strain numbers in the Integrated Strain Database

• incorporating references to the biological resources from the public sequence    

databases establishes a true divide and conquer strategy

Simple cross-referencing approach that intends to directly link strain numbers of microorganisms onto their relevant sequence 
records in the public sequence databases. Such a naive cross-referencing strategy leads to the cumbersome requirement of 
maintaining a many-to-many relationship, fails to take into account a complete and correct view on the equivalence of strain 
numbers and does not solve the problematic resolution of ambiguous labels.

Indirect cross-referencing between labels assigned to microorganisms and records in the public sequence databases by using 
the integrated strain database (ISD) as an intermediate lightweight repository. Such a holistic cross-referencing scheme allows 
autonomous maintainance of two one-to-many relationships, has a complete and correct view on the existing synonymies 
between the strain numbers and provides a solid semantic context for resolving linkage based on ambiguous labels.

Mission statement

nce a microbial strain gets isolated from its natural 
habitat,a wealth of information about its genome,

proteome, metabolism, clinical and ecological traits can be 
collected, on which basis it might eventually turn out to 
become important reusable material for scientific and 
industrial purposes. Perhaps a culture of the biological 
material gets deposited into a biological resource center (BRC) 
for long-term preservation and global dissemination among 
other BRCs or research institutions, its raw observational data 
are stored into private or public repositories to establish large-
scale identification applications, it becomes commonly 
accepted as key reference material to support some artificial 
(human-conceived) taxonomic framework designed as a 
higher-level conception of biological diversity, it forms a 
cornerstone for the implementation of an industrial process 
that is protected by the patent law, or some conclusions drawn 
from the knowledge attained during scientific research 
activities wherein the microbial strain was involved are 
bundled into scientific publications.

O
Both the actual content of this downstream information on the
microorganism and its location in private databases or on the 
World Wide Web are sensitive to modification over time. As 
science and technology are moving rapidly, thereby 
increasingly making use of the scientific merits of previous 
research results, instant and effortless visibility of this creative 
and scientific downstream information has become imperative 
for the realization of successful innovation chains that take full 
opportunity of the exploitation of biological resources. 

The StrainInfo.net portal (www.straininfo.net) therefore 
envisions the establishment of a technology platform that can 
stimulate this movement towards using multi-perspective 
integrated information in a broadened biological and clinical 
context, as indeed we all would rather like to benefit from 
automated ICT technologies for keeping track of downstream 
information on biological resources than putting all our efforts
into the tedious and error-prone compilation of relevant 
knowledge from the heterogeneous and autonomous data 
collections spread across the information jungle.

What collections do have a given microorganism in their holdings ?

Example query: “Find all 16S rRNA sequences of Enterococcus type strains“

4-step query resolution (right panel)

1) find all species of the genus Enterococcus (including synonyms)

2) find type strain for each species

3) find all synonym labels assigned to each type strain

4) find all 16S rRNA sequences linked to each of the synonym labels
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More accurate statistics based on integrated information

For a selection of biological resource centres (BRC), the table 
on the left gives a detailed overview of the number of 
isolates that each pair of BRCs has in common. Additionally 
the bottom of the table shows a reliable estimation of the 
number of strains that are unique within each collection(*).

(*) acronyms of culture collections are taken from the World Data Centre of Microorganisms, taken into account 
the migration of culture collections and changes in culture collection acronyms.

Advanced queries (workflows) crossing database barriers


